
Like every day, I rode my pet                                                                , named                               , with my 

friends to school. We talked about how much we were looking forward to the school day and our 

favorite classes, like                                                                        . I always have fun at school, especially 

when I’m with my friends! Once we got to school, we noticed something was different. People 

were not                                                        like usual. I asked my teacher, Ms.                                            , 

and she said people seemed sad because of things said online. We had to do something, and fast! 

My friends and I grabbed our laptops and invented the                                                                       , the  

                                           , the                                             compliment generator! We decided to call our 

invention The                                                                                                          . This invention would post 

                                        positive messages on the main portal page today. We giggled as we wrote 

and submitted posts like “Your pet                                                               wears the best clothes!” and 

“You have the coolest                                                                !” The compliment generator buzzed  

and beeped as it                                                   nice messages to the whole school. 

When we looked up from our laptops, we saw everyone was                                                                  ! 

I’m so glad we could make people’s days better with our compliment generator—it’s fun to help 

people be happy!
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BE INTERNET KIND

An Unusual Day at School
Purpose:  Understand how to respond to someone being unkind online.

Help add your own detail to this story about students who are learning to spread kindness and joy online. 
Partner with a family member, fill in the words and then read it aloud to the whole family. Try not to laugh 
too much while you share!

SENTENCE BUILDERS
NOUN: A person, animal, place or thing. “Elephant,” “laughter” and “California” are all nouns.

ADJECTIVE: A word that describes a person, animal, place or thing. Some examples are “hungry,” “green” and “shiny.” 

POSITIVE ADJECTIVE: A word that tells us that a person, animal, place or thing is happy or nice, like “cheerful” and “good.”

VERB: An action someone or something takes. “Run,” “climb” and “reading” are all verbs.

POSITIVE VERB: A happy or nice action someone or something takes—like “smile” and “laughing.”

Find more family resources at internetawesome.highlights.com
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